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Commutators [a(M), b(D)] of a multiplication (a(M)u)(x) = a(x) u(x) and 
a convolution b(D) = F-‘b(M)F (F = Fourier transform) are La-compact if 
only the continuous functions a and b are bounded and for c = a and c = b we 
have lim121,00 sup{1 c(x + h) - c(x)] : 1 h 1 < 1) = 0. An improvement of 
a result by Calderon and Vaillancourt of boundedness of pseudodifferential 
operators is discussed (including an independent proof). Similar results on 
LP-compactness and LP-boundedness, 1 < p < co, using the Hoermander- 
Mihlin boundedness theorem on [W”-Fourier-multipliers, and with conditions 
and proofs different from the case of L2. 
Let a and b be complex-valued functions over [wn, and let X = 
LP(W), 1 < p < co. Under suitable conditions on a and b we are going 
to investigate commutators [a(M), b(D)] = a(M) b(D) - b(D) a(M) of 
the formal multiplier a(M) and the formal Fourier multiplier 
b(D) = F-lb(M)F. H ere we define (a(M)u)(x) = a(x) * u(x), while 
(Fu)(x) = u”(x) = (25~-~/~ J&%(y) dy denotes the Fourier trans- 
form. 
We shall arrive at different results for p = 2 (Theor. C,) and for 
general p (Theor. C,). As a key result in the proof of Theorem C, 
we shall use Theorem BP, below, regarding L2-boundedness of 
pseudodifferential operators. While Theorem B, appears to be related 
to the results of Calderon and Vaillancourt [2, 31 on L,-boundedness 
of pseudodifferential operators, we offer our own proof, which was 
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conceived independently, and might be of interest. We achieve slight 
improvements of the result of [2], especially we shall need fewer 
derivatives of the symbol. In the case of p = 0 or 1, which is the 
object of [2], we can further relax our assumptions by requiring only 
derivatives of the order up to [n/2] + 1 to be bounded (Theor. B,‘). 
Moreover, it might be worth mentionning that our method may be 
used to relax the condition “cllk , /3r = 0, 1,2, 3” in the theorem of [2] 
and require only “ak , PI = 0, 1.” This was pointed out to the author 
by Kato, who gave other valuable advice. Perhaps the minimum 
smoothness requirement for the symbol with the present method 
might be achieved with Theorem D (Sect. l), suggested in this form 
by Kato. 
Our proof bases on the trace class property of certain explicite 
integral kernels over W, and, in this respect, seems related to the work 
of M. Sh. Birman and M. Z. Solomyak [l]. 
It is a well known fact, that the commutator [a(M), b(D)] is compact 
in f, = L2(R”), whenever a and b are continuous over [w” and both 
approach a limit, as 1 x / -+ co. Various weaker conditions were 
imposed by Cordes and Herman [4, Lemmas 4 and 61 and by 
M. Taylor [13, Prop. 21. In essence the functions a and b need not to 
have a limit at infinity but only their rate of change should tend to 
zero, as 1 x 1 becomes large. 
To express this more precisely, let us introduce the continuity 
modulus. 
cm,&) = sup{I 4x + t) - a(x)I: I t I < 4 XER”, 0 < h < 03, (1) 
and let cm,(a) = cm,,,(a), for any continuous function a over R”. 
Our result on the commutator [a(M), b(D)] in L2 will be as follows. 
THEOREM C. If the complex-valued functions a and b are bounded 
and continuous over W, and if 
cm,(a) - 0, c%@) - 0, as [x1+03 (2) 
then the commutator [a(M), b(D)] is a compact operator of Sj = L2(W). 
The results of [4] and [13] did require a similar assumption on a, 
but a stronger assumption on b (or vice versa). An extension of 
Theorem C, to commutators of more general pseudodifferential 
operators does not require additional ideas. Also the techniques may be 
used for a compactness result on pseudodifferential operators which 
are not commutators (Theor. E). 
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Our results on L2-boundedness are stated below (with Y and 9” 
denoting the spaces of rapidly decreasing functions and temperate 
distributions). 
THEOREM B,. Letm=[n/2]flandforIa[ <2m,//3/<2m 
let the derivatives a(““) = DWUDz6u of the function a = a(w, x), w, z E w 
exist and be bounded. Let 0 < p < 1 and u = 1 - p. Then an operator 
A: 9 + .Y’ is well defined by 
(A,u)(x) = (2~)~” jR% dz jRn dy f?-Y)a(px + uy, z) u(y), al E 9, (3) 
where the outer integral converges weakly as a distribution in Y’. 
Moreover, A, takes values in L2 and defines a bounded operator of 
$3 = L2(W). 
THEOREM 23,'. If the daflerentiability assumptions in Theorem B,, 
above are weakened by requiring only boundedness and existence of acaB) 
for 1 E 1 < m, 1 /I / < m, then at least the operator A, (for p = l), 
also de$ned by 
(L&U)(X) = (27rpnjz j a(x, z) eiszuh(z) dx, UEP, (4) 
iWn 
(with pointwise convergent integrals) takes values in L2 and is L2-bounded. 
Estimates on operator bounds are given in Corollary D’, below. 
Regarding LP-compactness of the commutator [a(M), b(D)] we prove 
the result below. 
THEOREM C,. Let the function a be bounded and continuous oevr P 
and let cm,(a) + 0, as / x / + GO, with cm, as in (1). Assume that the 
function b is in Cem(Rn), with m = [n/2] + 1 and that 
(1 + 1 x j)lal Dab, I cf I G 2m, (5) 
aye bounded over W. Then the commutator [a(M), b(D)] is a compact 
operator of X = Ln(Rn), 1 < p < co. 
Theorem C, will be based on the result of Mihlin [ll] and 
Hoermander [7], regarding LP-boundedness of W-Fourier multipliers. 
In this respect we also mention the recent results of Muramatu [12] 
and Illner [8], on LP-boundedness of pseudodifferential operators, 
although there does not seem to result an improvement of 
Theorem C,, . 
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As a preparation for the proof of Theorems B, and B,' let 
11 c llCm = sup{1 Dac /: / a 1 < m, XE W}. (1-l) 
If the norm (1.1) is finite for any function c E Cm(W) then we may 
write 
c = (1 - d)-7 cr , Cl = (I - A)7 c, II Cl IIp G Y I/ clip 9 (1.2) 
with a suitable exponent r > n/4 and a constant y and with the 
Laplace operator d = Cl” ayaq. 
Indeed, let 7 = n/4 + l/8, or = n/4 + l/4, or = n/4 + l/4 or 
= n/4 + l/2, whenever n is congruent to 1 or - 1 or 0 or 2, modulo 4, 
respectively. These cases will be referred to as case (i) through (iv), 
respectively. It is well known that (1 - O)-s, for Re s > 0, defined as 
(1 - d)+ = F-r( 1 + I x 12)--sF, is a convolution operator with 
Lr-kernel, given by 
(1 - A)-s u = 
s #s(x - Y> 4~) dr (1.3) UP 
with the kernel #, explicitly given by the formula 
vu4 = es(l x I), e,(t) = (2n)-n/z 21-"/r(s) t~-~/2Ks-,,2(t), (1.4) 
where r(s) and K,(t) denote the Gamma function and the modified 
Hankel function, respectively (cf., [lo, p. 281). 
The kernel +s decays exponentially, as j x 1 + co, and near 0 
behaves asymptotically like I x 1 2s--n, 0 < s < n/2, and like log 1 x I 
for s = n/2, as a consequence of the Hankel asymptotic expansion at co 
and the series expansion near 0 of K,(t). Also the derivatives of $s 
may be expressed by Hankel functions again, thus behave similarly. 
Also the operators Sjs = Dj(l - d)-1/2--s, j = l,..., n, are known to 
be singular convolution operators with kernels $2(x) = a/ax, ~Jr,~+~(x), 
respectively. The kernels z,/Q~ are in L1 for Re s > 0, by the asymptotic 
behavior of K, and its derivatives, as mentioned. 
In the cases (ii) and (iv) we have T = m/2 = 1/2([n/2] + 1) = k 
an integer. In these cases write c = (1 - d)-T ci , ci = (1 - n)k c, 
so that the inequality in (1.2) is evident. Similarly, in the cases (i) and 
(iii) write 
cl =(l-A)Tc = j(l-d)-1/2-4f SjeDj/ (l-A)"c, (1.5) 
j=l 
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with the integer k = (n - 1)/4 or = n/4, and with E = l/S and l/4, 
respectively. Note that T = k + l/2 - E in each case and that the 
operator identity of (1.5) is easily verified by taking Fourier transforms. 
In these cases inequality (1.2) is derived from the fact that m = 2k + 1, 
while the operators (1 - .4-1/2-E and Sjf were seen to have Li- 
kernels and thus are bounded over La. 
The conclusions leading to (1.2) may be iterated. If a = a(x, z) is a 
function defined for x, x E Rn, and if 
with acaB) = DzaDBBa, then we conclude at once that 
a = (1 - d,JT (1 - dz)jT aj ) II aj lip d Y II a Iljm 3 (1.7) 
for all a having the norm 11 a llim finite, m = [n/2] + 1. This follows 
at once from the above representations of the inverse operator 
(1 - O)-T and from the fact that all operators involved commute. 
Theorems B, and B,’ therefore will be a consequence of the result 
below, in view of inequality (1.7). 
THEOREM D. Let the function a = a(x, z) be in L”O(FP x FP). 
(1) Iffor some 7 > n/4 the distribution a, = (1 - O,y(l - Ao)7u 
is in L”O(FP x FP), then the pseudodifferential operator A = A, of (4) 
is dejined for all u E 9 and is L2-bounded. 
(2) Iffor some T > n/4 the distribution a2 = (1 - 4z)27( 1 - dg)27a 
is in LW(Rn x iW>, then the pseudodtzeerential operator A, of (3) has its 
inner and outer integral converging pointwise and weakly as distribution 
in Sp’, respectively, and takes values in L2, and is bounded in Sj = L2(W). 
We already observed that the operator (1 - dy-To has an L1-kernel 
and thus is bounded over L”, whenever T < T,, . Accordingly, if the 
assumptions of Theorem D in case (1) or (2) are satisfied for a given 
7 = T,, > n/4, they are also satisfied for every smaller 7 > n/4, as will 
become useful later on. 
We start the proof by observing that under (1) or (2) above we get 
U-8) 
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with b = a, and b = a2, respectively, and with ~(p, Q) = &IT(p) t,Q) 
or PFc(PP 4) = #27(P) 162&?)> with the kernel $8 of (1.4). By formally 
substituting (1.8) into (3) and interchanging certain integrals we 
obtain the formula 
(Wn (v, Au) 
= j 4 j dp b(p, q) j dx dy e(x) U(Y) jdz eiz(z-y)cL(px + q - p, 2 - q) 
(1.9) 
with the inner product (f, g) = JJg dx of L2(Rn). We assume that 
U, v E Sp and first are looking into the question whether the expression 
at right of (1.9) is meaningful, and relation (1.9) is correct. 
It is claimed that the right hand side of (1.9), denoted by (2~)” J 
for a moment, exists in the sense that each integral listed separately 
exists absolutely: first J dz (gives an integrable function of x and y), 
then J dx dy, then J dp, then S dq. Indeed since p is L1 in both variables, 
the integral J dz equals [with s = T or = 27, respectively, and with 
5 or E denoting the inverse Fourier transform with respect to the first 
or second (set of) variables] 
(2rr)%i2 eiQ(z-~)p2v(px + uy - p, x - y) = ei*(z-v)#s(px + uy - p) x8(x - y) 
(1.10) 
with the function x(x) = (1 + 1 x j2)-l, (using (1.3)). Thus we may 
look at the integral 
s 4 dx 4 @(xl 4~) 5(x - Y> ei4(2-*)b(p, q) #hx + qy - p) 
which exists absolutely in all 3 variables, since U, v E Y C L1 and 
I,$ E L1, while b and the exponential factor and xS are bounded. 
Let b,(z, q) = (1 - A,$ a(z, q) = (1 - A,)+ b(z, q). Note that 
b, EL~J([W~ x Rn) as a convolution of z,& E L1 and b E La. It follows that 
(Wn J = j 4 j dx dy e(x) u(y) b,(px + uy, q) x8(x - y) ei*(s-v), 
by Fubini’s theorem. Then use that 
x”(x - y) ein(z-u) = (1 _ do)-8 ei9(o-2/) 
and introduce new integration variables 5 = px + uy, 7 = x - y, 
x = E + q, y = f - ~7, a@, y>/@, 7) = 1 (due to p + 0 = 1). 
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Introduce the function ru(E, 7) = u(y) V(X) which is in 9’ (for 272 
variables) and note that 
= j dq j dS Ut, 9) j 4 j #da - ~1 eirn4L d dr 
= (24”‘” j dq j df b,(& a)(1 - 4-” w:(f, q) 
= (27~‘)~‘~ j d5 j dq 4(6, q)(l - 0’ ~‘“(6, q) 
= (27~)~‘~ j df dq 45 q) w”-(6, q) = j dx j dt 4 a(f, 4 eizn46, 7) 
= 
s s 
dz dx dy a(px + uy, x) eiz(z-u) V(x) u(y). 
In particular, again, the expression at right of (1.11) is meaningful 
if U, ZI E Y, and if first the integral J dx dy then j dx is taken (both 
exist absolutely). 
In the case of p = 1 one may simplify the right-hand side and get 
J = (~TT)-“/~ j dx j dx a(x, z) e%P(z) V(X) = (~1, A,u), 
with the operator A, as in (4), the expression of which is meaningful 
for u E Y, since then U” E Y and thus a(x, z) ~^(a) eizz eL1 (in z). 
For general 0 < p < 1 note that A&~: Y -+ Y’ with 
(&,u)(x) = j dy a(px + UY, 2) eiz(z-y) U(Y), 
(with a Lebesgue integral, at right) defines a family of linear operators, 
and that for every testing function g E Y we have 
I 
dz(A,,,u, v) = (2~)” J. 
This shows that the integral J dx A,,su = (277)” Ay exists in weak 
convergence of Y’ and also that (1.9) is valid. 
In order to investigate L2-norms we introduce (1.10) into (1.9) for 
(~,A4 = j 4 j 4 4~3 ~)I(P, 41, 
(1.12) 
I(P> d = W-“‘2 j dx dr ~(4 S(Y) P%X + 0~ - P, x - Y), 
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with the abbreviation V,(X) = V(X) e-Qz, U,(X) = U(X) e-Qr. Observe 
that the function 
&x + qJ - P, x - Y) = (27p+ #s(PX + uy - P) x”(x - Y) 
is in L2(RB” x Rn) with respect to the x and y variables (for s = 7 and 
s = 27, by our special choice of 7 > n/4), using (1.4) and the 
asymptotic behaviour of the modified Hankel function as discussed. 
In the integral I(p, q) we use Parsevals relation with respect to the 
variables x and y, in the sense that the Fourier transform is applied 
to the variable X, but the inverse Fourier transform to the variable y 
of pt. One obtains the formula 
I(p, q) = (27~)-“/~ J dx dy ~,^(x) u*+.(y) p:(y - x, ox + py) eiP(y-z). (1.13) 
Indeed, one must calculate the indicated Fourier integral for the 
function ~(x, y) = $(px + uy - p, x - y) and get 
= (2%-y e”“‘“-“‘pZ( y - x, ux + py) (1.14) 
using the integral substitution 
5=px+qY-PP, 71=x--y, x=5+~rl+P,Y=5-P?+P, 
a(‘% YYW, 7) = 1. (1.15) 
This Fourier integral will not exist absolutely, since x* $L1, unless 
T > n/2. However the integral may be defined like an improper 
Riemann integral at co, and it will supply the proper Fourier 
transform. 
Relation (1.13) may be written in the form 
I(P, P> = (wn’2 (f, f%)> f(x) = eipsvgh(x), g(x) = ei=%,A(x), 
with the integral operator 
(1.16) 
Wx) = j- 4x, Y> 4~) dy, 
w 
qx, y) = yqy - x, ox + py) = (27y2 X”(Y - x) #s(ux + PY). (1.17) 
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LEMMA 1. The integral operator K of (I. 17) is of trace class. 
The proof of Lemma 1 is postponed. 
For a trace class operator K we may write 
IM %)I G (f, Pf) + (g, Qd, P = l/2 1 K* I, Q = WI K I> 
where P and Q are of trace class and have the same trace. Recall that 
1 K 1 = (K*K)1/2, j K* / = (KK*)l12, and that 
[[K]] = trace 1 K 1 = trace 1 K* I (1.19) 
is called the trace norm of K. Both operators 1 K /, / K* / are compact 
and thus have an orthonormal base of eigenfunctions in the Hilbert 
space $ = L2([Wn) (cf. [9, X, Sect. 1.31). Let K, P, Q, f, g be as defined 
by (1.16), (1.17), and (I .lS) and let (vj} and Xi be an orthonormal 
base of eigenfunctions of j K* j and of corresponding eigenvalues. 
Write 
j 4~ (f, Pf> = l/2 f 4 j 4 lh ,f)12 
j=l 
(1.20) 
j 4 I(R , 0” = j dp 1 1 dx @%(4 qA(xf 
= (24” j dx I ~kx)l~ I sAWI". 
Here we used Parsevals relation on the function qj(x) v,^(x) E ~1 n ~2. 
A simple calculation shows that v,^(x) = V^(X + s), so that 
(V-” j 4 j do Ih > f)l” = j 4 j dx I ~dx)l” I v^(q + 41” 
= I/ vj II”,% II VA II”,2 = II v II;2 . (1.21) 
It follows that 
1 j 4 j dP b(P, Q)(f, m ) G WP4” KKII II v 11;~ II bIlLm. (1.22) 
A corresponding estimate holds for the expression (g, Qg). There- 
fore from (1.12), (1.16), (1.18), and (1.22) we conclude that 
(v, 44 G WPV2 II b Ilrp” Fll{ll u ll;z + II v lI;J, u, v E Y. (1.23) 
Inequality (1.23) implies that the linear functional (e, A,u) is bounded 
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over 5 = L2 for every fixed u E 9. Accordingly the distribution 
A,u E Y’ is in 5 = L2, by the Frechet-Riesz theorem. 
In (1.23), if we let v run through a sequence converging in 5 to 
cApu E $, with e-r = (27r)n/a 11 b l[Lm[[K]], it follows that 
(1.24) 
with the L2-operator norm at left. This completes the proof of 
Theorem D. 
Next we discuss the proof of Lemma 1. Consider first the case (1) 
of Theorem D. Then we have k(x, y) = $7(~ - y) &(y), so that the 
operator L = FK may be written in the form 
L = (2Tr)nmp) t/qM) = (27y ~JvqF$,(M). 
In other words, L is an integral operator with kernel 
4% Y) = @v,(4 9,(Y). (1.25) 
Since the Fourier transform F is bounded in L2, it is sufficient to 
show that L is of trace class. Write &IT(x) = c(x) K(X), with c(x) = 
exp(- l/2(1 + 1 x 12)lj2) E 9, where the function K still decays 
exponentially at CO and is Cm(rWn - {0}), and has the singularity of & 
near zero, hence is squared integrable. Write Z(x, y) = K(X) &(x, y), 
with Z,(x, y) = c(x) $+(y) e-ix~. Then write 
&, Y) = j h@ - 4 ~“(4 l2(5 Y> k 
(1.26) 
Z2(2., Y> = (1 + I .2f 1”)” (1 - 4” 034 @‘Y) 1cr,(y), 
as follows from the fact that $N is the convolution kernel of the inverse 
of (1 - d)-N, by (1.4). A ssume N large, then lcIN will become contin- 
uous, in fact differentiable, also at zero. From (1.26) one has a product 
decompositionL = L,L, , Z,(x, y) = K(x) tiN(x - y) $“(y), where both 
operators L, and L, are of Schmidt class, so that L is of trace class 
[9, X, Sect. 1.31. Q.E.D. 
We choose to offer the proof of Lemma 1 in case (2) only for the 
case where T > [n/4] + 1, so that we may assume 7 to be an integer, 
in view of the remark following Theorem D. We have analyzed the 
general case, but it offers considerable difficulties of purely technical 
nature, due to the complicated nature of the singular convolution 
operator (1 - dy, 7 > 0. We shall not consider this proof here, since 
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this part of Theorem D perhaps is not in the main line of our interest. 
Assume 7 = N and note that the kernel Fi(x, y) is obtained as 
+, Y) = (27FZ x2’@ - r> ICI&x + PY). (1.27) 
Using the stated properties of the modified Hankel function it then 
follows by differentiation that the kernel 
M% Y) = (1 - 4dN xN(x) 4x, Y) (1.28) 
is inL2(W x W), since the singularity at ux + py = 0 is of the order 
I cm + py TN- while the decay in x - y at co is of the order 
1 x - y l-2N, provided that p # 0. (The corresponding operation, 
acting on the y-variable will be possible for 0 < p < 1, u # 0.) 
Relation (1.28) g a ain will supply a decomposition K = K,K, with 
K, = xN(M)(l - d)-N, where Kl and K, are of Schmidt class, so that 
K is of trace class. Q.E.D. 
For later application we note the corollaries below. 
COROLLARY D’. Under the assumptions of Theorem D, case (l), we 
have 
II A, IL2 < (27v2 [WI1 II a, lip 9 (1.29) 
with the trace norm (1.19) of the integral operator (1.17), where s = T 
and the functions & , x7 are explicitly given by (1.4) and after (1.10). 
Under the assumptions of Theorem D, case (2), on the symbol function 
a(x, z), if 0 < pi < 1, j = l,..., N, and oi = 1 - pi , and if yj WC 
constants, then the pseudodz$erential operator 
(1.30) 
with A, as in (3) with integrals existing as in Theorem D (2), is L2- 
bounded, and we have 
II PI/p G (2n)n’z [[K’]] II a2 ilp , (1.31) 
with K’ = Z:j”=, yjKpj , and KOi = K of (1.17), p replaced by pi . 
COROLLARY D”. The (inner and outer) integrals in (2) exist 
pointwise for every x E UP, as improper Riemannian integrals, whenever 
the derivatives D,“a, I (Y j < 2m = 2[n/2] + 2, of the symbol a(x, z) 
all are bounded by a polynomial in x (independent of x). 
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COROLLARY D"'. If the assumptions of Theorem D, case (2) are 
satisjied, then the one-parameter-family of operators A,, , 0 < p < 1 of 
(3) is uniformly bounded and um~ormly continuous in operator norm. 
Corollary D”’ is an immediate consequence of Corollary D’, and a 
repetition of the trace norm argument in the second part of the proof 
of Lemma 1 for the operator K’ = K, - K,, , instead of K. 
Corollary D” follows from a simple partial integration in the inner 
integral of (3) and essentially is well known. Corollary D’ is a matter 
of careful collection of constants in the proof of Theorem D. 
2. COMPACTNESS 
A result on compactness of pseudodifferential operators now is a 
simple consequence of Theorem D. For simplicity of the argument 
we again will get restricted to the differentiability assumptions of 
Theorem B, . 
THEOREM E. Let the function a(x, ,z) satisfy the assumptions of 
Theorem B, , and assume in addition that 
u&c, z) = (1 - A,)” (1 - o,>m a(x, z) 
tends to zero, as 1 x j2 + 1 x I2 ---t 00. Then the operator A, of (3) is 
compact in the space L2. 
Proof. With a function 9) E C,“3 which is nonnegative and = 1 in 
/ x 1 < 1, define w,(x, zz) = p)(~x) I, E > 0 and let a’ = aw, . 
Then use Leibnitz formula to show that the function pa,< = 
(1 - d.Jm( 1 - oJm(a - aG) satisfies II & llLm 4 0, as E + 0, because 
P 2.6 is a sum of a2( 1 - WJ and of terms E~~~+~~I(D~~D~~.cJJ ,YD,*a, 
where the second kind of terms vanish like ~l~l+loI, while the first term 
is dominated by sup{ 1 a2 j : I x I2 + / z I2 > E-“} -+ 0, E + 0. Using 
Theorem D we therefore conclude that 11 A,,, - A,, llLz + 0, E -+ 0, 
with the operator A,,, of (3) having symbol a’. 
However we can write 
b%,E4(4 = cw”‘2 J a’+ + uy, x - y) u(y) dy, UEY, (2.1) 
since the outer integral of (3) may be taken inside, due to a6 having 
compact support. The function cE = (1 - O,)m a” is continuous and 
has compact support in x and z, so that the inverse Fourier transform 
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cb = (1 + / z 12)m a’%(~, .a) is bounded and continuous, and has its 
support in a strip / x 1 < y/e. Thus the integral operator (2.1) has 
squared integrable kernel and hence is of Schmidt class, thus compact. 
Since the compact ideal of $3 = L2 is closed in the norm topology it 
follows that A, as limit of the operators A,,, is compact as well. Q.E.D. 
Let us introduce the two function algebras 
A, = {a: UE C"(W), 1 a / < y, XE R", D%z + 0, 1 x ] + co, a # 0}, 
and 
(2.2) 
CM(W) = {a: a E C(W) 1 a 1 < y, cm,(u) - 0, ] x 1 - co}. 
with cm,(u) as in (1). 
(2.3) 
LEMMA 2. The algebra A, is a dense subalgebra of CM(W), with 
Lm norm. 
Proof. It is clear that A, C CM(W). In fact we get the estimate 
c%(a) e SUP{1 Va(r)l: IY I 3 1% I - 1 - 0, I x I -+ 00) 
for a E A, , by the theorem of the means. Vice versa, let a E CM(W), 
and observe that also cm,,h(u) + 0, as 1 x I --+ 00, for every fixed h, 
0 < h < co, by the monotony of cm& as a function of h, and because 
spheres of any radius h > 1 may be covered by spheres of radius 1. 
If we regularize a, i.e., form the function a, = P)~ * a = 
S ve(x - y) u(y) dy with ye(y) = E+ v(y/~) and a C,““-function 
F 3 0 satisfying j y dy = I, then for fixed E > 0 and every 
multiindex CY # 0 we get 
where we assumed that the support of g, is in I x [ < 1 and used that 
s#*) dy = 0, 01 # 0. It follows that a, E A, , E > 0, and it is well 
known that also II a, - a IIL,m + 0, E + 0, so that the lemma follows. 
Proof of Theorem C, . It is sufficient in this proof to assume that 
a,b~Aco, by Lemma 2. Then for u E 9 write 
MW, WW = CW-7@ J b”b - yM4 - a(~>) 4~) dy, (2.4) 
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where the right-hand side is a distribution integral, i.e., stands for the 
value of the distribution (277)-%12 b’(x - *)(a(x) - a(*)) at the test 
function u E 9. Write 
44 - a(y) = lo1 4 44 4r + P@ - Y>> 
= (2.5) 
with (T = 1 - p and obtain the integral representation 
where A,,, denotes the operator A,, of (3) with symbol function 
a(x, .s) = ibcm)(x) ator)(x). In particular we have used the fact here that 
xab”(z) = ib(“)‘(z) (with the notation c(a) = aI~k/&+ *.* ax%). 
Applying Theorem B, we find that A,,, are bounded. In fact the 
one-parameter family A,,, , 0 < p < 1 is uniformly bounded and 
uniformly continuous, by Corollary D”‘. Also, by Theorem E and since 
a, b E A, we conclude that the operators A,,, are compact. Then the 
integral in (2.6) may be regarded as a proper Riemann integral, 
convergent in operator norm of L2, and therefore represents a compact 
operator. Q.E.D. 
3. LP-THEORY 
While an operator a(D), with a E Lm is necessarily L2-bounded, by 
Parsevals relation, there seems no useful necessary and sufficient 
criterion available for Ln-boundedness of such operators, unless p = 2. 
If a(D) is LP-bounded then we call the function a (strict) 
LP(R?)-Fourier multiplier. The result below of Mihlin [I l] and 
Hoermander [7] describes a class of such Fourier multipliers to be 
used in the following. 
THEOREM. Let b E Lo3(llP), and assume that the derivatives bt”l) exist 
in IFP - (0) and that the expressions 
/ x IloLl Dub(x), 0 # XEW, (3.1) 
are bounded over [wfi - (0) either for all 01 = (01~ ,..., CX.:,) with 01~ = 0 
OY 1, j = l,..., n (Mihlin) or for all Ifxj<m=[n/2]+1. 
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(Hoevmander). Then the operator b(0) = F-lb(M)F is LP-bounded, 
1 < p < co, (i.e., the function b is a (strict) LP-Fourier multiplier). 
The proof is quite difficult, and will not be discussed. 
Proof of Theorem C, . In view of Lemma 2 it again may be 
assumed that a E A, (cf. (2.2)). If b satisfies (5), then all the functions 
c,(x) = b(“(x)(l + j x j2)lal/2, lal dm, (3.2) 
satisfy Hoermanders (above) condition and therefore are P-Fourier 
multipliers. Expanding on the concept of proof in Section 2 we use 
Taylor-s formula with integral remainder and write 
44 - 43~) = C @(y)(x - Y>“/cJ + c (x - Y>” YN.&, Y), 
W=l@ lal=N+l 
yNsor(x, y) = (-l)N+l (N + 1)/a! jO1 tN dt &)((l - t)x + ty) dt. 
(3.3) 
Substituting (3.2) into the distribution integral (2.4) for the commu- 
tator [a(M), b(D)] we get 
= (27+“/2 c 
Xbl<N 
j a(=‘(~)(~ - y)ab! 0~ - Y> 4~) dr 
+ (27r)-7@ c 
Irrl=N+l 
j b’(x - Y)(x - Y>” yN.or(x, Y> U(Y) 4, U E 9’. 
(3.4) 
Using the relation zUbY(.z) = ilmib(+(x) and the well-known represen- 
tation c(D) u(x) = (27r)-“/” Jc’(x - y) u(y) dy of a formal Fourier 
multiplier as a convolution operator we get 
EWh W)lu 
= (2442 c ilul/a!W(D) &‘(M) 
lSl4<~-l 
+ (-l)N+l (N + 1) ,zmim/a! lo1 PIA,,,u dt, m = WI f 1, 
with 
(3.5) 
(&,u)(~) = (2~)-“‘~ j b’=” (x - y) ~(~~((1 - t)x + ty) u(y) dy (3.6) 
Note that the terms in the first sum of (3.5) may be written as 
580/x8/2-2 
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by@ &(M) = c@)(l - a>- 1a1/2 a(*)(M). We already know that 
the operators c@(D), 1 01 1 < m, are LP-bounded (with c, as in (3.2)). 
Therefore Theorem C, is a consequence of Lemma 3 and Lemma 5, 
below. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3. If the continuous function a over W has limit zero, as 
\ x [ -+ 00, and if E > 0, then the operator (1 - A)-C a(M) is LP- 
compact, 1 < p < cx). 
Proof. A function a with above properties can be uniformly 
approximated by C,,a-functions, so that we may assume a E Com(Rn) 
without loss of generality. Using (1.3) and (1.4) we find that 
c = (1 - d)-E a(M) is an integral operator with kernel a(y) 1,4(x - y). 
With a C,03-function y, equal to 1 in 1 x ] < 1 and satisfying 0 < y ,< 1 
we define the sequence of approximating kernels 
c& Y) = 4~) dxlk) MinMx - Y), kl, k = 1, 2,... . (3.7) 
If C, denotes the operator with kernel ck, then lim,,, C, = C in 
Lp-operator norm convergence, by Lemma 4, below. Using the 
Weierstrass approximation theorem (and again Lemma 4) we proceed 
by approximating each C, by C,, with kernel R(x, y) q(x/t) v(y/t), 
where R is a polynomial and t = ttc, a suitable positive integer. The 
operators C,, are of finite rank, hence compact. Therefore C is 
compact. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4. If for an integral kernel g(x, y) over Iw” x W we have 
s dz I g(s, Y)I d Y, s dz I g@, -41 < Y, x, Y E R”, (3.8) 
with a constant y, then the operator Gu(x) = jg(x, y) u(y) dy is 
LP-bounded, 1 < p < 00, and its LP-operator norm is bounded by y. 
Lemma 4 is a well-known consequence of Hoelders inequality. 
LEMMA 5. The operators A,,, , 0 < t < 1 of (3.6), with / 01 I = m 
are L*-compact and uniformly continuous in t, 0 < t < 1, in LP- 
operator norm, 1 < p < 00. 
Proof. For a given 1 01 I = m we have bcU+e) E L2, 1 p / < m, by (5), 
so that xe(b(a))’ E L2, 1 p / < m, which implies b(+‘(x) = 
(1 + I x I)-” r(x), with r E L2. It follows that b(+ E L1. Similarly we 
find that b(Y) E L1 for 1 y ( = 2m, so that xyb’(x) is continuous over [w”, 
or b’ continuous over Iw” - (0). Introducing the kernel et(x, y) = 
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W’(x - y) a(~)((1 - t)x + ty) of the operator (3.6), it is noticed 
first that the two quantities of (3.8) for g = e, - e,’ become small, 
as / t - t’ 1 is small, since W” ELM and ator) is uniformly continuous 
over [w” (due to a E A,). This implies uniform continuity of A,, t . For 
compactness of A,,, one may literally repeat the approximations of 
Lemma 3, using the fact that a ta) has limit zero at CO, and that W is 
continuous (except at 0) and is Lr, as shown above. Q.E.D. 
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